PERFECT PRIME
2K Urethane Primer Surfacer

- HIGH BUILD WITH EXCELLENT FILLING PROPERTIES
- EXCEPTIONAL SANDABILITY FOR EASY SURFACING
- AVAILABLE IN THREE COLORS FOR SHADE MATCHING
- TINTS WITH TOPCOAT/BASECOAT COLOR
- NATIONAL RULE COMPLIANT

PERFECT PRIME is a popular 2-component urethane primer surfacer designed primarily for overall repairs and repaints. It builds quickly, fills well, sands easily and provides excellent color holdout.

May be used over DTM primers, existing finishes, body filler and even bare metal (properly prepped). This user-friendly system dries fast for an overall primer surfacer—blocking in as few as three to four hours.

Available in buff (UP731) and gray (UP732), PERFECT PRIME may be tinted with BLACK DIAMOND Low-VOC Urethane Basecoats and ULTRA-GLO Single-Stage colors to shift primer shade value closer to the topcoat color.